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Presentation Skills

What are skills required for a presentation in English? 

AfterDuringBefore
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Before

Research and prepare content preparation:

Understand your audience; gather accurate information; and structure 

your content
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Use simple language and prepare a script or speaking notes

Prepare visual aids

Rehearse your presentation

Plan for Interactions: prepare for questions and engagement strategies



Idea Map 

of 

a Presentation



Analyze each part

Introduction

Body

Conclusion

▪ Main points presented one by one

▪ Main points followed by supporting points

▪ Pauses after points

▪ Transitions between main points

▪ References to visuals

▪ Announce the conclusion

▪ Summary of main points

▪ Reference to the introduction

▪ Attention-getter

▪ Introduction and credibility

▪ Central idea
▪ Why presentation is important

▪ Outline of main points

▪ Thank the audience

▪ Invite questions



Attention-Getter 

Strategies
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Attention-Getter Strategies

A story of an interesting, funny, or

surprising event. A common mistake

speakers make when telling a story

is to make it too long, so make sure

to keep it short and to the point.

Interesting Story

A personal story is when you share

your own personal experience.

Starting with a story about yourself

and helps the audience to connect

with you, and also confirms your

qualifications to address the topic.

Personal Story
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Attention-Getter Strategies

▪ A rhetorical question is a question that

doesn't require an answer.

▪ Rhetorical questions make people think.

This type of question can involve your

audience and get people to think about

the answer in their own minds. Make sure

to pause after asking the question to give

your audience time to think.

Rhetorical Question

An audience survey is when you ask the

audience a yes/no question and have

them physically answer. Taking a verbal

survey is one excellent opening, because

it provides good information and gets the

audience involved. Make sure to tell the

audience how you want them to answer:

raise hands, stand up, etc.

Audience Surveys
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Attention-Getter Strategies

A statistic involves facts and numbers.

Choose one that will have an intense

impact on your audience to get them

to pay attention. Be careful not to use

too many statistics at once, because

people only remember one or two at a

time.

Shocking Statistic

Quotations are actual statements,

usually made by famous people.

They are popular, and people will

recognize them. A quotation can

focus the attention of your audience

quickly, just make sure that it relates

to your topic.

Quotation
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"In a recent survey conducted by the National Library Association, a

staggering 60% of respondents under the age of 30 claimed they hadn't

checked out a physical book from a library in the past year, preferring

digital alternatives. How many of you fall into that category?"

Example of Environment-Themed Attention-Getters



"Did you know that, as of last year, there are over 200,000 active book 

clubs on Goodreads? To put that into perspective, that's more than double 

the number of public libraries in the entire U.S.!"

Example of Environment-Themed Attention-Getters



"It was once said by Stephen King that 'Books are uniquely portable

magic.' But with the surge of digital media, this magic has found new

vessels. Let's delve into how these vessels are changing our traditional

reading habits."

Example of Environment-Themed Attention-Getters



Useful Phrases 

for 

Introduction
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▪ First of all, let me begin by introducing myself. 

▪ My name is ______ and I work with______. 

▪ I work as a ______ (job title) for _______ (work organization). 

I’ve been working there for ____ years now. 

▪ I study ______ (major) at ________(university). I’m now in my 

________ year. 

▪ I work with ______ and I specialize in ______. 

▪ I’ve been working at ______for the past _____ years.

Introducing Self and Establishing Credibility

Useful Phrases for Introductions



Introducing Self and Establishing Credibility

Example

First of all, let me begin by introducing myself. My name is Caroline Simmons 
and I work with the Johnson City Public Library. I work as a Senior Librarian for 
the Young Adults' section. I've been working there for 7 years now. I work with 
a dedicated team of librarians and I specialize in curating diverse and engaging 
reading materials for teenagers.

Useful Phrases for Introductions



Useful Phrases for Introductions

• Today, I’d like to talk to you about... 

• My presentation today is about.... 

• Over the next ____ (length of presentation), I’m going to be 

discussing... 

• I’m here today to inform you about... 

• This morning/afternoon/evening I’d like to share my topic... 

• In my presentation today I’ll be discussing... 

• Today I’m going to explain to you... 

• What I’d like to present to you today is... 

• The subject/topic of my presentation is ... 

Introducing the Central Idea



Useful Phrases for Introductions

• Today’s topic is important because... 

• My talk is more relevant than ever today because... 

• As many of you know, this topic is particularly relevant 

because... 

• This topic is very important to all of us because... 

• By the end of this presentation you will 

know/understand/be familiar with... 

Importance of Talk 



Useful Phrases for Introductions

The topic that we are going to discuss today is "The Impact of Digital Media on

Traditional Reading Habits." This topic is very important to all of us because in

this rapidly evolving digital age, the way we consume information and stories has

changed dramatically. It's essential to understand how digital media is shaping

our reading habits, preferences, and attention spans.

Introducing the Central Idea

Example



Useful Phrases for Introductions

• Let me go over the outline of my talk today. 

• My presentation will focus on three main points. 

• I’ve divided my presentation into three sections/main points. They are ... 

• My presentation will consist of _____ main ideas. Point one deals with 

____, point two _____, and point three... 

• I’ll begin by looking at ___, then I’ll move on to ____, after that I’ll discuss... 

• I’ll start off by discussing ____, then I’ll move to the second section which is 

____, finally... 

• I’ll end with... 

Outline of Main Points 



Useful Phrases for Introductions

I’ll begin by looking at how e-books and online publications have

affected physical book circulation and readers' preferences. Then, I’ll

move on to the influence of social media platforms, like Goodreads and

Twitter, on book recommendations and reading communities. After that,

I’ll discuss the rise of audiobooks and podcasts, examining how they've

reshaped the ways we consume narratives and information.

Outline of Main Points 



Body

of 

Presentation
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Body of the Presentation: Transitions 

What are transitions?

Transitions work as signposts to let the audience 
where the speech is going to go next. They are 
brief statements that tell the audience that one 
idea is ending and another one is beginning. 
Transitions work to hold the speech together, 
maintain a smooth and connected flow of ideas, 
and allow the audience to know where the next 
portion of the speech will go. They also allow the 
speaker to clearly state each main point of their 
presentation at the start of each section.



Examples of Transitions between 

the Introduction and the First Main Point:

• The first point I’d like to talk about is...

• Let’s begin with my first point...

• Let’s begin by discussing...

• I’d like to start out with my first main point...



Examples of Transitions between Main Points:
▪ The next/second/final point that I’d like to talk about is...

▪ That brings us to the next part...

▪ Now we come to my second/third/final point...

▪ That brings me to my next/second/third/final point...

▪ I’d like to draw your attention to my next point, which is...

▪ Now that I’ve talked to you about...let’s discuss...

▪ Let’s move on to ...

▪ Now I’d like to look at...

▪ The next thing I’d like to talk about is...

▪ Keeping these points in mind...

▪ Now that we understand...let’s move to my next point...

▪ This leads me to my next point...



Example
“I’ve chosen this graph to show you the 

types of trash on one of the most popular 

beaches in Thailand. The data was 

collected from a one-kilometer stretch of 

beach over a period of two weeks. The 

numbers on the side indicate the number 

of items collected; on the bottom of the 

graph we can see the different categories 

of trash. This graph clearly illustrates that 

littering on the beach and dumping 

garbage in the water is a major problem 

that needs to be addressed if we want to 

keep our beaches clean and safe.”

Referencing and Explaining Visuals



Referencing and Explaining Visuals



Example

Referencing and Explaining Visuals

" The line graph depicts the circulation of different media types over a period of six months in 
one of the largest metropolitan libraries in New York. 

As illustrated, while the circulation of physical books shows a modest increase, there's a more 
pronounced growth in the borrowing of digital media, especially e-books. 

Audiobooks also show a significant rise, indicating a growing preference for this format.

Periodicals, although less popular than the other forms, exhibit a steady growth in circulation. 

This trend underscores the necessity for libraries to continue adapting their offerings to meet 
the evolving preferences of their patrons, ensuring access to various media types while still 
promoting traditional literary resources. "



Conclusion

of 

Presentation
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Parts of a Presentation: Conclusion

Announce a conclusion

Summarize the Key Points

Refer Back to the Introduction and Main Idea

Thank the Audience 

Invite Questions

•This brings me to the end of my presentation. 

•That completes my presentation. 

• That covers everything that I wanted to talk 

about today. 

• I’ll briefly summarize the main points that I talked about. First...Then...Finally...

• Let’s review what I just talked about.  

• In conclusion, I’d like to remind you ... 

• As I said at the start of my presentation... 
• I hope that you now understand... 

• Thank you for your attention. 

• It was pleasure talking to you today. 

• Does anyone have any questions? 

• I’d be happy to answer any questions at this time. 

• Thank you so much for listening to me today. 
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